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Kew Community Trust
How and Why We Began
It is difficult to pinpoint the exact start of what we now call Kew
Community Trust (KCT or the Trust), the current name of the legal and
fund raising entity behind The Avenue Club. The Avenue Club (the
Club) is a daytime social and leisure club offering a range of classes,
activities and events in Kew with currently some 400 men and women
as members.
Many ideas, needs, individuals, groups, organisations and charities
came together to start the Trust and then the Club, and later came
together again to keep both open when they faced problem after
problem. All these issues have been solved, albeit with a number of
twists and turns on the way, but hopefully KCT can say that it is now
on firm foundations.
An obvious place to start our history is with the Anglican Parish Church
of St Luke’s in The Avenue in Kew. The church was consecrated in
May 1889 and built to accommodate about 400 worshippers but it
is doubtful whether it ever regularly enjoyed full congregations. The
population of Kew was increasing at this time, brought about partly
by the extension of the London and South Western Railway to Kew
and Richmond. Before St Luke’s was built, the worshipping needs
of much of the growing population of Kew were catered for by the
opening in 1876 of the “iron church” (now the Victoria and St John
Hall) in Sandycombe Road, then called Sandy Lane. However, within
a few years of the iron church opening, a bigger, more permanent
church was built nearby, St Luke’s.
Moving on 80 years or so, by the 1970s St Luke’s Church was far
too big for the number of worshippers (sometimes apparently just
12 in the congregation). It was also too uncomfortable and cold, as
some of the congregation frequently complained, and by then it
needed considerable and expensive repairs. The vicar at this time,
the Rev. Owen Swan, was aware of this but, as an obituary tribute
to him written in November 2016 said, he had a firm conviction
that the Church’s ministry must include a close connection between
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the sacred and the secular if it was to be of value to its people. He
involved himself in Council committees, general medical practice
issues, taught in a local secondary school, and became a trustee of
Richmond Parish Lands Charity (RPLC). His first and most radical ideas
were to knock down the church and the large vicarage next door and
replace them with a health centre (St Luke, after all, had himself
been a physician, as a parishioner commented), and some work place
units, as well as a new, smaller, separate chapel for worship. At the
same time Richmond Council needed to make greater provision for
the elderly in the Borough and the St Luke’s building could provide a
very appropriate day care location for elderly residents in Richmond.
Such
ambitious
ideas were being
discussed
from
the early 1970s
onwards
but
paused
after
the 1973-74 “oil
shock” when many
spending
plans
were questioned
or halted. It was
only after the first
feasibility study in
Rev. Owen Swan
October 1979 that
the ideas and then actions became a little firmer. In the meantime,
however, the more radical plans for the St Luke’s site had been
watered down, as the diocese became ambivalent about maintaining
St Luke’s as a separate parish and the NHS and Richmond Council
could not guarantee the necessary funds. But the idea of creating a
day centre alongside an area for worship on the site had taken root.
Owen Swan stuck with his ideas and he enthused a small group of
his parishioners to come together to work on his plans. There were
a number of people actively involved in the project but the core of
this team was Malcolm Alexander, Tony Sadler and Hilda Flint. The
hard work and dedication of this initial small group was crucial to
advancing the project and turning ideas into reality. They gradually
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brought together a band
of people from the local
community to negotiate
with the Diocese and the
Council; to sound out local
charities and individuals
about funding the scheme;
to talk to architects and
builders about the feasibility,
design and likely costs to
carry out the conversion
work in the church building;
and to plan what sort of
activities would be offered
in the new Day Centre. They
also had to negotiate with
a neighbourhood group,
called the Avenue Area
Association, which had
formed to voice its concern
about possible disturbances
and difficulties the scheme
might cause in and around
The Avenue. Discussions
with this group became quite heated and blunt at times, but concerns
about car parking, who might use the planned new premises and for
what purposes gradually died away.
Looking back on this time, it is clear that the Day Centre project
needed four factors to come together in order for it to succeed: clear
and visionary ideas, dynamic supporters who would work hard to
turn ideas into bricks and mortar, the space in which to create a day
centre and the money to pay for it all. This coming together was a
genuinely impressive community effort by some 30-40 people, most
of whom worked in their spare time and in addition to their day jobs.
They all played significant and changing roles at different times to
bring the Trust and the Club into being and then to keep it going as
they faced new and different problems. The names of these active
supporters are listed in Appendix A and it certainly is a roll of honour.
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The Small Matter of Fund Raising
The sum needed to effect the conversion of the church into a
shared day centre for the elderly and a smaller place of worship was
budgeted to be c. £600,000. The chosen architect was Graham Locke
of Hutchison, Locke and Monk in Richmond. He was an architectural
and planning advisor to RPLC, where he had met and impressed Owen
Swan who was a trustee there, and Mr Locke had recently worked on
converting St Matthias Church, Richmond Hill, into a part community
centre. The chosen builders were E Gostling Ltd of Hampton Hill.
Graham Locke, now retired and living in Cornwall, looks back proudly
on his part in creating KCT. He said the people he worked with were
inspirational at times, enthusiastic, committed and hard working
and sometimes he and others had difficulty in trying to rein them
in. He calls the conversion work at St Luke’s their “3 in 1 project”:
a new place of worship, a day centre, and a room upstairs for other
community use.
To start the fund raising St Luke’s Parish sold its church hall on the
corner of Dudley Road and Sandycombe Road in Kew, (which has
since become new houses) and this raised c £50,000. The Council
pledged, eventually, c £110,000 for the necessary kitchen facilities
and offered limited loan facilities. Many charities were approached
and backed the plans, but the biggest contributor was RPLC.
In the early 1980s RPLC was making sizeable capital grants to fund
major projects rather than its more usual activity of part funding
small existing charitable projects or contributing to specific running
costs. It was particularly supportive at this time of those charities
which sought to provide community centres in the Borough. RPLC
had supported the major conversion works at St Matthias Church and
at Parkshot Community Complex in the centre of Richmond, and was
now minded to support similar social and community provision in
Kew, in the north of the Borough. It granted the project the capital
sum of £276,000 which was a game changer and, without this
significant financial support, it is doubtful whether the project would
ever have got off the ground.
Other charities, such as City Parochial Foundation, Tudor Trust and
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Help the Aged, also came on board and pledged financial support,
which in turn encouraged other charities to support the project.
Many individuals also gave their backing and convinced waverers that
something big and worth while was being planned. As well as these
supporters, a torrent of fund raising activities was unleashed on Kew
to promote the project, ranging from a garden party (apparently
interrupted by a snow storm), to art and music evenings, receptions,
a big band concert, lotteries and raffles, culminating in a grand
musical event entitled ‘Mozart in Vienna’ held on 18 November 1984
to celebrate the planned opening of the Day Centre - ‘music, drama,
festive food and wine’ were enjoyed by everyone, for an all-in cost
of £10.50, or half-price for children, OAPs and anyone unemployed.
RPLC was also active elsewhere in Kew at this time. The St Luke’s Primary
School building in
Sandycombe
Road,
situated just around
the corner from The
Avenue, was scheduled
for closure and a
number of different
uses
were
being
proposed for the site.
The governors sought
to keep the site for
social and community
use, as was stipulated
in the original trust
deed drawn up when
a market gardening
business first gave the
land to St Luke’s. The
governors succeeded
and converted the
buildings into an
educational and social
centre to be run by a
separate
charitable
organisation.
RPLC
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helped this happen with several small grants and then in 1990 they
provided a grant of £70,000 for necessary roof and other repairs.
St Luke’s House is now a thriving community asset, housing an art
studio, a nursery school, and rooms to hire.
The work load in planning for the Day Centre was demanding enough
in itself, but then in February 1982 the Rev Swan suddenly returned
to his roots, to an inner city parish in Darlington, after 18 years in
Kew. (He stayed in contact with the Day Centre project and returned
occasionally to Kew to view progress). The future of St Luke’s was
by then in some doubt, as the Anglican Diocese of Southwark had
decided that it could no longer afford to fund three priests in Kew.
There were rumours of possible closure or a merger with another
Kew parish. Eventually St Luke’s Church and St Phillip and All Saints
Church, usually called The Barn Church, came together ( but staying
as two separate parishes) with one vicar. The Day Centre project
team later paid tribute to the support of the new, joint Vicar of St
Luke’s and the Barn Church, the Rev. Roger Lamont.
An organisation snappily called The North Richmond and Kew Day
Centre for the Elderly Trust (NRKDCT) had been established in July
1981 “for the relief of the elderly”. It was a secular trust and had been
fund raising for the conversion work at St Luke’s and had gathered
an impressive list of patrons, trustees and supporters. After the St
Luke’s Community Trust (SLCT) was formed in July 1983, NRKDCT
transferred all the monies collected to this new Trust, and it was
formally wound up in April 2002. SLCT was to take over responsibility
for agreeing with the Diocese the lease for the deconsecrated part of
the church which was to be used as the Day Centre, sub contracting
responsibility for running the Day Centre to the Council, and running
the non-church premises in a legal and safe way.
SLCT was a company limited by guarantee, having no share capital,
and it was renamed Kew Community Trust (KCT) in July 2004 to reflect
wider and more secular horizons than was implied by the name St
Luke’s. In 1983 the Trust’s primary objectives were stated to be: “to
relieve in any charitable way the aged and elderly and handicapped
people in need; to promote and prosecute educational courses for
the unemployed, single parents and other people; to promote the
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benefit of the inhabitants of the Area of Benefit without distinction
of sex or of political, religious or other opinions”.

The Conversion of the Church Building
For financial reasons the conversion work at St Luke’s was divided into
phase 1 and phase 2. Phase 1 was the initial work to convert much
of the nave of the old church into space to be used by the Day Centre
whilst re-ordering a smaller church, and dividing both with an ingenious
movable screen. Phase 2 was the building of the “room upstairs” to
give the Day Centre more room for its activities and scope to earn
letting income. Phase 1 of the conversion was carried out in 1984-85
and phase 2 was delayed until 1989 to allow for further fund raising.
See over for an impression of the phase 2 project
For phase 2 RPLC again contributed handsomely and donated
over £200,000. Twenty one other charities and 87 individuals also
contributed funds to enable the building work to be completed, and
it was opened early in 1990 by HRH Princess Alexandra, in whose
honour the upstairs room was named.
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How was it all achieved? A letter written by the joint chairmen of
NRKDCT put it like this: “Through the dedicated work of a few, the
generosity and co-operation of the Church, the RPLC, the Borough
Council, other trusts, and the many local residents who have made
donations to enable the work to proceed” the Day Centre came into
existence. A succinct and accurate summing up.

The Day Centre
Richmond Council ran the Day Centre from early 1985 and, in a little
magazine called “Oxbow” published irregularly by StLCT, the Centre
listed what was on offer. “We have yoga, bingo, bridge, whist, darts,
handicrafts, dancing, indoor bowls and discussions; a hairdresser and
a chiropodist, sales of work, sales of subsidised foods, and Sunday
outings”. The Cecil Court minibus was used twice a week to transport
less active members, and volunteer car drivers were available on
another two days. All these activities proved popular and were
continued by the Avenue Club when it came into being at a later date.
Refreshments were of course also provided for members but at prices
somewhat lower than today. For example early in 1985 a cup of tea
cost 8p, a cup of coffee 10p and lunch was charged at 75p. There were
usually around 30 members lunching together at the Centre.
The young people of Kew were not left out and by the early 1990s
there was also a youth club in existence, which ran various activities
for teenagers and also offered drug counselling. It was a separate
organisation from the Trust but it used the same premises.

Crisis at the Council
The Day Centre was proving a notable success with over 150 members
and the future looked bright until the Council made a dramatic
statement. In the late autumn of 1998 it announced that on 31
March 1999 it would close or merge several of its day centres owing
to financial pressures. The Council cut its budget by £7 million, of
which £1 million was to come from the Social Services budget. The
Richmond Chronicle reported on 16 October 1998, “Cash strapped
Richmond Council this week decided to slash another service in a
desperate bid to balance the books”, followed by a report that “More
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than 200 angry pensioners jeered and booed the Council’s Social
Services Committee’s Chairman as he addressed a public meeting”.
Feelings ran high but several day centres and a respite centre were
scheduled for closure or to suffer the withdrawal of Council funding
as a result of these budget cuts, and the Kew Day Centre was one of
these. The savings to be obtained by closing the Kew Centre were
estimated to be £80,000 per annum, but at the same time the Council
acknowledged that 8% of the Borough’s population was aged over 75
and 2% were aged over 85. The justification for the closures throughout
the Borough was that “the future direction for local authority funded
Day Care Services is seen as a shift away from general recreational
activities and towards provision which is more focussed on respite for
carers, and the rehabilitation and maintenance of vulnerable older
people to continue living in their own homes in the community”.

Independence
Despite considerable local disquiet and pressure, the Council’s
decision to withdraw from running the Kew Day Centre went ahead.
The issue then faced was whether to close down the Centre or to
try and keep it going by voluntary activity, grants from charities and
by increasing its own self-generated income. Local councillors and
campaigners in Kew chose to fight to keep the Day Centre open and to
run it as a voluntary centre, and, such was the level of protest directed
against the Council, it backtracked and decided to provide financial
support to assist with the running costs of the now voluntary-run Kew
Day Centre. The Council continued to provide financial support for a
number of years, and in a later and somewhat defensive report, it
claimed that it spent 5% more on care for older people than other
London boroughs and that its spending on older people was 50%
more than the outer London average.
New trustees came on board to run the Trust, and younger trustees
were deliberately sought with a range of skills and experience and
also to reflect Kew’s ethnic mix. An organisation called KewCare
was formed and acted as a working party to explore several options
for keeping the Centre running following the Council’s decision to
withdraw, including contacting various charities. The Richmond and
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Twickenham Times reported on 11 December 1998 that newsletters
were to be distributed to over 5000 homes in Kew urging residents to
help keep the Day Centre open.
And it stayed open. Just as there had been an enormous community
effort several years before to convert the church premises and then
to complete the room upstairs, so the community and many charities
and individuals again came together to run the Centre as a voluntary
organisation. The Avenue Club opened its doors in May 1999 as a
social club for the whole community, but with special facilities for the
elderly.
In the 17 years between 2000 and March 2017, the date of finishing
writing this history, the Trust and the Avenue Club have relied on
many people and organisations. The Council gave a grant each year,
as did RPLC and many other charities, letting income grew steadily
as weddings, parties, groups and societies all booked space in the
premises. The Council granted £28,000 in the first year, RPLC again
supported the Trust, as did D’Oyly Carte Trust, Kew Rotary Club, Kew
Neighbourhood Association, Kew Society, Goldsmiths, Mercers and
many other supportive charities and individuals. Within a year the
Avenue Club boasted 200 members and was running well, with the
worries of the previous 12 months well behind it.
Letting income was also, and still is, a crucial source of revenue, as well
as providing a “home” for many different organisations and activities.
These include Q2 Players, Alcoholics Anonymous, Richmond Music
Festival, Richmond and Twickenham Photographic Society, Monkey
Music, Line Dancing, Yoga, HACAN, Pilates, Zumba Dance, Karate,
Little Kickers, Wing Chun, Irish Dancing, dog training and the list goes
on. In addition, there are normally eight or so wedding celebrations
each year, a number of children’s and adults’ parties, KCT and Avenue
Club fund raising events, and at times of general elections the
premises often host hustings to enable the candidates and electors
to meet and ask questions-- and it is standing room only.
To seek further funds a Community Supporters Scheme was
introduced, which enabled individuals to covenant a certain sum
each month or year, and in the most recent financial year this scheme
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produced c.£15,000 for the Trust. Kew Neighbourhood Association
(KNA) works closely with the Avenue Club and is important to it.
KNA provides an invaluable service in providing drivers to take Club
members to their GP, to hospital appointments or shopping. It also
organises companionship visits to housebound or lonely members
and can advise the Club if they spot a vulnerable person who could
benefit from the Club’s services and activities. At KCT a board of
trustees continues to operate under a chairperson, all of whom are
volunteers and who are legally responsible for the correct running
of the Trust. The Trust enjoys the support of a small number of
patrons, who are senior local figures to whom it can turn for advice or
support, and it now has six committed members of staff and around
15 volunteers without whom the Avenue Club could not operate.
An important change in staffing occurred in 2007 when the Trust
appointed its first full-time paid Centre Director. There had been paid
staff before, but the increasing work of leading the Trust fell mainly on
the Chairperson at the time, plus there were naturally the inevitable
day to day management issues that needed attention at the Club, and
the trustees felt the time was right to seek a full-time manager to deal
with such issues. It was a leap in the dark financially and as part of
the job description the new manager would have to recoup all of his
salary by obtaining extra funding for the Trust. He did.

Changes to the Lease
All seemed to be proceeding well but there were yet two more serious
problems to hit the Trust in its short history: a change in its lease
with the Diocese and Parish followed by a change in how the Council
wished to continue funding day centres in the Borough.
In March 2003 the St Luke’s Parochial Church Council (the PCC) gave
notice to the Trust that it would terminate the existing lease in 12
months’ time, as the Parish was faced with the need to meet higher
financial demands from the Diocese. The negotiations were more
complex and lengthy than both parties anticipated but for the most
part were constructive. An interim solution was agreed upon by
which the PCC granted the Trust a licence to occupy the building for
three years while negotiations for a full lease were completed. A new
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lease was eventually signed for a 40 year period from April 2008, and
the PCC pays to the Trust a contribution towards the cost of heating,
cleaning, lighting and also a share of any repairs to the roof. In return
the Trust must commit to return the premises in good, redecorated
order at the end of the lease…..and the Trust also pays an annual
rent to the Church of one peppercorn, and this is ceremoniously
handed over at each AGM!

The End of Council Grants
A second threat to the Trust’s existence came in 2011 and 2012,
although possible changes had been mooted in earlier years. The
Council announced that the Trust’s grant would continue until
September 2013 but then the Council would commission adult
services by a wider geographical area (in the Trust’s case this meant
Kew, Richmond, Ham and Petersham) rather than by the type of
service offered by any particular local day centre. KCT could not offer
all the services that the Council sought tenders for over such a wide
area. This switch away from the award of grants and replacing it
with an area-based tendering procedure placed enormous demands
on the Trust, involving many trustee and staff analyses, presentations
and meetings….and sleepless nights. For a time the future looked
very uncertain because the Trust was not established to provide, nor
capable of providing, all the services sought by the Council for Kew,
Richmond, Ham and Petersham.
The Trust’s solution was to seek to subcontract its services to a larger
organisation which could satisfy all the Council’s requirements in
the area. It talked to two larger charities and then joined up with
Integrated Neurological Services (INS) to act as the lead organisation.
It had been a very worrying time.
INS is a registered charity providing long term support to people with
a neurological condition and their family and carers. It was started in
Kew in 1993 but is now based in Twickenham. INS mainly supports
people in Richmond and Hounslow and it has extended its range of
services to people with long term conditions, which enabled INS to
tender for the Community Independent Living Service (CILS) contract
in Richmond.
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In 2014 INS and Richmond Advice and Information on Disability
(Richmond AID) formed the Community Partnership with ten
Richmond charities, of which Kew Community Trust is one, to deliver
the CILS contract. INS leads the contract in the locality of Richmond,
Kew, Ham and Petersham offering support to adults to help them
manage their health and wellbeing and to live as independently as
possible within the community. It created a similar partnership with
four local charities in the nearby Borough of Hounslow.
INS is a significantly larger operation than Kew Community Trust. It
had an income of over £1.3 million in the Financial Year 2015-16,
many more members of staff and volunteers than the Trust and is a
very appropriate “umbrella” organisation for the Trust to work with.
The requirements of the contract between INS and the Council have
been very demanding, as more files and records have to be created
and maintained by the Trust and submitted to INS for the Council in
turn to monitor, but the relationship and fit between the Trust and
INS is a good and positive one.

The Avenue Club in 2017
In short, the Club is in very rude health.The founders of the Trust and
the Club would be very satisfied with the results of their pioneering
efforts, and the architect who worked on the conversion of St Luke’s
nearly 40 years ago was recently very impressed to learn that the
Club now has over 400 members.
In the early years, membership was 100 plus; it broke the 200 level
around the Millennium, rose to 300 by 2005 and grew to over 400
members by 2014.
And as membership rises so of course does what is on offer at the
Club. There are 28 different classes and activities provided for
members, from hairdressing , line dancing and creative writing to
art classes, a walking group, language classes, men’s wellbeing….and
nearly everything in between.
But rather than just listing all the activities and classes that are
available at the Club, take a look at the extracts below from an early
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and later Avenue Club News, which show some of what is on offer to
an increasingly broad range of ages. There seems to be no end to the
inventiveness in what the staff seek to provide for the members.
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Avenue Club News

Page 2

ACTIVITIES ACTIVITIES ACTIVITIES ACTIVITIES ACTIVITIES
WALKING GROUP

CREATIVE WRITING—MONDAYS

Serge Lourie has attracted a few regular walkers,
but we’d like to gather up some more of you—it’s
just about the best exercise we humans can do, so
get out your walking shoes (and sticks if you need
them) and meet on (usually) the fourth Thursday
of the month at The Avenue Club—10.30 am for a
10.45 set off. Serge plans the walks carefully and
there’s always the opportunity to finish early if you
want to — or carry on to the pub for sustenance
and libation – before heading home. Call the Club
for more information and to check the date.

Men’s Health
with Garry Freer

Tuesdays in the Upper Hall

12.30-1.30 p.m.
£5 per session

Garry’s sessions, aimed specifically for the men,
are proving very popular. The classes explore how
best to manage a lifestyle balance especially when
circumstances change. It’s a group for those
wanting to improve their all- round health and well
being, while at the same time having fun. We’ve
slotted the class in to the Upper Hall, so there’s a
quick turn-a-round, but the men continue in the
Meeting Room after the class. We’ve had some
great feedback from the men that attend.

French-Wednesdays
10-11 am & 11-12 pm
£5 a session
Bonjour Mesdames et Messieurs—we have some
spaces in both sessions if anyone would like to come
and practise their French with the lovely Melissa.
Fun and topical conversation every week.

11.00 a.m.—12.30 p.m.
1.00 p.m.—2.30 p.m.

One of Nichola’s students is moving on to
pursue her poetry writing at an advanced level—wow! To
read her story look at the Notice Board as you enter the
Main Hall. We wish Sarah all the very best. Another of our
writers is undertaking a project to write a history of Kew
Community Trust and The Avenue Club—you see you never
know where attending our Creative Writing classes might
lead! People say the practise of writing is fun and can be
cathartic. You’ll explore a variety of genres and put what
you’ve learned into practice in your own work. The Group
is friendly and very supportive, so sharing your work (if you
want to) is not at all scary—honest! We would very much
like to accumulate some more writers so please do give it
or go, or if you know of someone who would be interested
please do pass our details on to them. Cost £5 a session.

Bridge—Thursdays
10 am to 12 pm
Our stalwart Group meet every Thursday come rain or shine,
and very much enjoy a couple of hours of friendly
competitiveness! There’s plenty of space for another table
or two, so do come along and join in. Don’t forget Thursdays
are also Roast Lunch Day—Meat, two veg and pud all for
just £4.00– What better way to spend a pleasant morning as
autumn sets in.
If anyone is interested in learning Bridge, please do contact
the office, as Ham SOS are thinking of organising beginners’
classes. 020 8948 8807

Classes to keep you fit and healthy
Tai Chi—Tuesdays—09.30-11.00 am—£5.00
Gentle Exercises—Chair-based —Tuesdays—1.00-2.00

Art Group-Wednesdays
1.00—3.00 pm

pm—£5.00

Come along to our friendly Group and unleash
the Artist in you! - £6.00 a session. Come on you
know you want to.
THE OTHER DAY I HELD THE DOOR OPEN FOR
A CLOWN—IT WAS A NICE JESTER !!

Not So Gentle Exercises—Wednesdays—1.00-2.00
pm—£5.00

Bryan’s Exercises—Dance-based —Thursdays—2.003.00 pm—£5.00

Pilates—Mondays—1.00-2.00 pm—£7.00
Yoga—Mondays & Wednesdays—Call for details—
£5.00.

October 2016
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** All classes are pay as you go. **

These activities shown above are well supported and key to the
life of the Club, but just as important is the caring atmosphere and
breadth of support offered, as demonstrated below by comments
quoted verbatim from a cross section of staff, members, volunteers
and trustees.

Lisa and Roxy: the Avenue Club Team Narrative
The Beginning
Lisa and Roxy were hired by the Trust to run The Avenue Club in 2000.
The author asked them to recall their early memories about the club
and their views on its success and issues the club could face in the
future. Over to Lisa and Roxy.

At that time the only “busy” day was a Thursday, when Hairdressing,
Bridge & Bingo were extremely popular and lots of people stayed for
lunch. The rest of the week was fairly quiet, with just Yoga running on
Monday and Wednesdays to full capacity and a small Exercise Class
with only 3 people, all of whom refused to become members!
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The first new activity we introduced was Tai Chi and it was an immediate
success. We then added Pilates classes which also proved popular.
The Tai Chi teacher was a friend of Lisa’s and our Pilates teacher was
a mother from Darell School. Madge, who was an original pupil in
our early Tai Chi classes, went on to learn to teach Tai Chi, so when
our teacher left she took up the reins and still teaches the class today.

Our Tai Chi class

In those early days, we were lucky enough to get access to “Grassroots
Learning” funding, which we applied for through Richmond upon
Thames Council for Voluntary Service. We asked for funding for
Art and Gentle Exercise Classes, were successful in our application,
and two teachers were provided by Richmond Adult College – Linda
Griffiths for Art and Jacqui Bell for Gentle Exercises. Sixteen years
later, both those teachers are still with us. Jacqui now also teaches
an extra “Not So Gentle Exercises” class. Our talented Art Teacher is
also responsible for the painted tile panels which adorn the Main Hall
– funded by the Grassroots Project. She also made the Mosaic Pillars,
as part of a Project which involved not just our members, but Darell
School as well, and they stand at the east end of our grounds. Her
Art class is very popular, so we now also have an additional teacher to
help her. Today she also runs a separate Mosaics Class.
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The Mayor unveiling
our Jubilee Quilt
2002
As time went by we
realised that a looming problem was what would happen to members
when they became too frail to get to the Club on their own and
look after themselves once here. The Trust successfully applied for
Lottery Funding so that we could provide a “Transport & Carer” day
for those people. The Carer was provided through Crossroads Care
who still provide our carers today. Transport was more tricky. The
hiring of a minibus with a driver, along with the logistics of picking
people up, was not ideal, and very expensive. As an alternative we
called ComCab and got Colin our “Cabbie”, with an accessible vehicle,
who has been driving our frailer members to and from the Club on
a Monday ever since. When our 3 years of Lottery Funding ran out,
our Centre Director, David Polya, was able to find other sources of
funding and we still manage to keep the day going. Its remit has since
expanded so our Monday service now caters for new people as well,
who are often referred by Social Workers.
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It’s worth noting that when we took over the Club there were
approximately 150 members. We now have over 400.
Our Strengths
Listening to Members: As staff we encourage members to be very
forthright with their ideas, from an activity they’d like to do, or an
outing they’d like to go on, to ideas for craft projects. Quite often
an inspiring speaker we invite to the Club comes from a member’s
suggestion – e.g. Trevor Baylis.
Providing a Warm and Welcoming Atmosphere: We are at pains to
ensure that everyone who attends the Club feels comfortable and is
happy to be here. Some of our success in this department is due
to our “open door” policy, which means people always feel free to
come into the office for a chat. Indeed, quite often it is at times when
people come in for a “chat” that we can identify people who need
extra help. Very often we provide a “shoulder to cry on”.
Wide Range of Activities and Ages: We try to provide a range of
activities that will also cater to the newly retired or semi-retired people
who have time on their hands or those who have a chronic illness
and can no longer work. We are also conscious of people’s differing
abilities and try to provide activities which suit these differences.
A good example is the range of exercises we offer, from Pilates and
Bryan’s Aerobic Dance Class to chair-based Gentle Exercises. We
are very pleased that in our Art Class we have a young man with
Down’s Syndrome, who joins his mother in the class and another with
Autism (accompanied by his carer). Both regularly attend and enjoy
themselves.
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The Avenue Club Choir

Outings: We choose our outings very carefully, often inspired by
members’ ideas. Key considerations are: length of journey, facilities
and accessibility, most important of all the café-our members do
enjoy a nice lunch! We like to ensure that outings run very smoothly,
by giving out relevant information, and letting people know
potential difficulties, e.g. staircases. Getting out of the “home town”
environment is a real boost for people who can no longer get around
like they used to. Outings also provide an excellent way to make new
friends. We often pair single people together on the coach, and by
the time we reach our destination they are firm friends. We know our
members appreciate the outings we provide enormously.
Where have we been over the years? Well, I think we must have
visited nearly all the National Trust properties within a two hour drive
from Kew; in the Millenium Year we took our members to the Dome,
as it was then called, and to the London Eye. We have attended
tea dances at the Floral Hall in the Royal Opera House, visited the
Geffrye Museum in Hoxton in east London from where we went on
to see the Christmas lights in Regent Street, visited, and supped at,
the Fuller’s Griffin Brewery, gone behind the scenes at Twickenham
Rugby Ground, the BBC Radio studios, the National Theatre, the
British Library, and we’re planning visits to Lord’s Cricket Ground and
the Bombay Sapphire Gin Distillery in the summer. And we have only
mislaid two members over this time and, of course, the sun always
shines on us.

Bombay Sapphire Gin Distillery Outing
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The Future
With the new room being built, we will be able to provide more
activities, which we hope will encompass people from further afield –
by that we mean Richmond Town and environs! We feel that looking
into the future our emphasis should be moving towards a holistic and
preventative approach to people’s wellbeing as they get older. We
are keen to provide not just physical exercise, but to be conscious
of mental health and to provide activities that help to stimulate the
brain. With the horror of dementia and Alzheimer’s ever present we
feel this is an area in which we could really excel. We also aim to
change the perception of the Avenue Club from a “Day Centre” for
the elderly to a “Centre for the Community”, so that people from all
walks of life will use our facilities.

Mens Wellbeing
Our major problem will be changing people’s perception of the
Avenue Club. The problem is not a new one - there still tends to be
a view that we are a place that caters only for the very old and infirm
and this is something which we are constantly trying to address.
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Members’ and Others’ Narrative
So that was the considered view and experience of Lisa and Roxy
at the Avenue Club. Now for how members, volunteers, trustees,
helpers and other interested parties view the Club.
Anne Ball, a new member:

“ It brings people together. It takes us out of ourselves, gives us a focus,
a broader outlook on life. It provides important facilities for us, such
as hairdressing, and it provides a lovely lunch and cup of tea.

The choir means everything to me. I was elated to be able to sing at
the Christmas Lunch, and I’m still singing two hours after every choir
practice.

”

Barbara Ferrier, yoga teacher at the Club for nearly 20
years:
a place where people can come for company and a chat, and it
“ It’s
interests and involves members in activities that they may not have
done before, such as a language class, line dancing, tai chi….or my
yoga class. The new room will be good---it will be bigger and maybe
we can be noisier then!
The management team are great. They have a lot of stress, but
they’re really impressive in all that they do.
David Polya, Centre Director:

”

Club combats social isolation and members say it gets them out
“ The
of staring at a blank wall every day. I have been working at the Club

for 10 years now and I’m still proud to be associated with the great
work that the Avenue Club provides. And looking to the future, we
have been fortunate to have been left such a significant legacy and
no doubt things will change, but we have to be careful not to lose the
important essence that is the Avenue Club.
I have developed a great many friendships with the members and I
feel part of a larger family, and a defining aspect of the Club is the
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commitment of the staff to the welfare of its members. Members
are people, not just names.

”

Patrick Boateng, Site Supervisor for 26 years:
			
			
			
			
			
			
			
			

“The

Club means a lot to many members
because some of them now have no relatives
and they come to the Club to make friends,
and this is my home now.
A daughter brought her mother to the Club
when she moved here to live close to her
daughter, and the daughter said that without
this Club her mother would be lost.

About the future, we need to introduce new, younger staff. Many
of us are approaching retirement, so we need to work alongside
younger staff before we hand over.

”

Rev. Peter Hart, Vicar of St Luke’s and All Saints Church,
Kew :

“It means many things. For some members it’s simply home from

home. For other more active people it’s an opportunity to participate
in many different activities. It’s a very valuable entity; it’s local and
accessible for most people.
For me it’s a stand out example of how to adapt an older building. I
bring people here to show them how it should be done.
It manages continuity and newness very well, but as the population
ages will every person be able to come to the Club, or will you have
to take the Club to them?

”

Serge Lourie, trustee and former Kew Councillor:
a place of refuge to meet friends, to talk, and do things they
“ It’s
otherwise would not do.
The many activities provided, eg dancing, bridge, language classes,
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and the provision of attractive rooms to hire for meetings, parties etc
are very important.

”

L Mahoney, member:

“ I’ve been so busy since joining the Club---a big thank you to everyone
there. It welcomes everyone; there isn’t anything that is too much
trouble, and it’s a lifeline for people living on their own. ”
Anonymous member:

there! It offers a way of engaging in activities and new hobbies—
“ It’s
the art classes have transformed my life. The Club keeps us able and
it stops the desperate loneliness that the solitary aged face.

There are some challenges for the Club, as some members struggle
with memory problems/dementia.

”

Sue Kirkpatrick, member:
Club is run very efficiently but also very kindly, and the classes
“ The
provide me with an intellectual stimulus and an opportunity to meet
new friends. It’s ably supported by KNA in getting members to the
Club but in the future it may need to consider expanding its base to
other groups, such as children and the active elderly.
M Bearman, member:

”

would be a lot poorer without the Club and its importance can
“Kew
only increase with the growing elderly population. The choice of

activities is fantastic and attending the Pilates class helps to keep me
fit and healthy.

”

Gill Jones, KNA driver and member:

“ The Club has a warm and welcoming atmosphere and it gives structure
to our week. It teaches us new skills to keep us fit and active.
”
Bill Cottle, member:

“ London’s sad and dreary suburbs could all do with an Avenue Club.
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The Trust is a small organization which is still nice and flexible and
it hasn’t become just a system-based, modern organization. The
balance is right between being professional and being human, and I
come to do particular activities and as a by-product I have met new
people.

”

Janet Morgans, member:

“ I love coming here. I have made new friends, it has given structure to
my week, and I think the coach trips are always good value for money.
”
Pat Platt,member and volunteer:

friendship and companionship to me and the transport that
“Itthemeans
Club organizes for the Transport and Carer Day is very important.
”
Alex Macfadyen,member:

Club all seems pretty good to me and it’s so cheering to see the
“The
Club busy and full of different people of all ages. The office are so
friendly and efficient, and Patrick does so much for everyone and is
always hands on.

”

Suzy Stone, trustee, member, and volunteer:
a very caring atmosphere and it’s so well run---amazing, caring
“It’s
staff give a warm welcome to everyone who comes in, and now that

we are extending the premises we will be able to offer more activities
and opportunities.

”

Colin Whyte, our “cabbie”:
think the best thing about the Club is that nothing is too much
“ Itrouble
for the staff. Their door is always open and they couldn’t be

more helpfuI. I tell my family and friends where I work on a Monday
and I’m proud to be doing something worthwhile. I run Club members
to the bank, the doctor, the chiropodist, wait for them and then take
them home. They feel comfortable with me. I tease them, make them
laugh.

”
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The Future
At the time of writing this history, there is considerable political,
economic and financial uncertainty in the country following the vote
to leave the European Union. Looking much more locally, however, the
Avenue Club goes from strength to strength in numbers of members
and in the services and activities provided, and in addition the Trust
has recently received a legacy of c. £3.15 million.
For years the Trust has battled to increase its income to meet its
costs and extend its services, so a legacy of this size is an almost
unbelievable gift. The Chair, the trustees and the staff have of course
given the matter considerable thought and have decided to spend
some of the money now on a major building project and to invest the
rest to provide an income for the future.
The plan to build a new room on the northern side of the building
grew from discussions in 2014 as to how to spend a legacy of c.
£28,000 from another member. More space for the Avenue Club’s
activities was identified as the top priority and the Trust’s treasurer
advised that the Trust would be able to spend a restricted fund of a
further £28,000 on a major building project. RPLC was again offering
grants for capital projects and it generously agreed to match the
funds KCT had. A major fundraising event, Casino Royale, received
wonderful support from the local community and provided another
£20,000. With over £130,000 available for the project, KCT instructed
architects Somorjay & Tallis to prepare plans and apply for planning
permission. News of the new legacy came in time for KCT to revise
its plans into a much more ambitious project incorporating the old
fire escape and upgrading the whole of the area to the rear of the
building. The c. £500k project will add just over 100 square metres to
the total accommodation including a new room of 51 square metres,
to be called the Marwood Room after the donor. It will enable the
Club to offer more activities as well as a new accessible toilet and
indoor storage rooms. It will open in the summer of 2017.
But now to comment on the future and what the legacy will mean to
the Trust, here are the views of Sally Durant, current Chair :
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A discussion in February 2017 between Sally
Durant, Chair of KCT, and Michael Lowe
Michael: Sally, you have been chair of the Trust for over 4 years
now. What has pleased you most at the Trust over this period of time?
Sally: Well, I think three things really. I’m very pleased with the
financial stability that the bequest has brought to us. There is talk of all
charities like ours in Richmond losing council money which we receive
through the local area commissioning provider. The bequest of course
removes this fear; we could stand on our own two feet if this funding
were to be removed, but we’re not seeking such independence
And the new room will be great. It will provide us with space for
new activities and enable us to structure them in different and more
efficient ways….and we can put Monkey Music in the new room and
the office staff will then be able to hear themselves think!
Thirdly, I’m very pleased that we have a very good team. Sadly, we are
losing David Polya, our Centre Director. He is retiring after 10 years
with us and has done a great job. He will be difficult to replace and it’s
quite a different role now from the one David first took on
Michael: What would you like to achieve in your next four years at
the Trust? What big opportunities do you see on the horizon?
Sally: Well I think there will be great changes. We’ll have our new
room, our new facility; we’ll have a new Centre Director; and we may
lose all Council funding. This would make us totally independent,
but this is also a negative---- we rather like our involvement in a
community partnership.
And we’ll carry on with the full monitoring and recording of our costs
and activities, as presently demanded by INS and the Council. We
think that this is good management practice.
Michael: In interviewing members of staff here and members, and
also talking in the wider community of Kew, some have said that the
Trust and the Club have too low a profile. Not everyone knows what
we do. This surprised me. Does it you? Do you agree with this view?
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Sally: I agree with this view but only up to a point. A problem with
Kew is that people tend to be very busy. If you are interested in what
we do at the Trust, the Link, Kew Summer Fair, Kew Village Market,
Kew Sparkle and of course KNA all feature and comment on what we
do. I think if people want to find us they can.
Michael: Another issue raised with me is that there are not enough
men as members, not enough activities for them. Does this concern
you? Is the Avenue Club working on this?
Sally: Well you will know Michael that we have been working on this
for a number of years now. Men don’t seem to want to chat, socialise
so much, join in so much. But things are changing. Look at male
participation in the Bridge Club, in Creative Writing, in the Walking
Group and the success of the Men’s Wellbeing Class. It’s certainly
improving.
Michael: The bequest is of course a huge benefit to the Trust. Do
you plan to create mini Avenue Clubs all around the Borough, or to
build totally new premises?
Sally: No, not other Avenue Clubs. We’re trustees in Kew for Kew
Community Trust. We couldn’t/wouldn’t work elsewhere in the
Borough. If all Council funding should disappear we’ll need the money
to run KCT---the new room is going to cost us c £500k and we’ll invest
the rest to provide us with an income to enable us to do more things
with more staff. One activity we are considering is a separate art class
for dementia sufferers plus their carers. But we know that something
like this will mean higher running costs
Michael: Does the bequest worry or frighten you at all?
Sally: No, but it does bring greater responsibilities. We’ll have to
undergo a much more thorough audit once the funds come into our
accounts and our treasurer is now working on this. As a charity we
have restrictions on how we can invest funds and we have decided
to invest it with the Charities Official Investment Fund of Churches,
Charities and Local Authorities Investment Management Ltd (CCLA)
which has an excellent track record of providing a competitive income
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from its Fund.
Michael: What do you still want to achieve before you hand over to
a new chairperson?
Sally: I want to recruit an excellent new Centre Director, improve
some of our facilities and the Avenue Club office, and see the Marwood
Room open—I am very excited about our new room.
And with that, Sally went back into a Trust meeting

Conclusion
The Trust and the Club are still not 40 years old. Some of those involved
from the start, and some of those who came later to help the Trust survive
what at times looked like terminal problems, sometimes say that they think
the Trust has faced enough issues to use up 400 years of history, not just 40.
They could be right, but what is clear is that Kew Community Trust and the
Avenue Club are thriving. They are important in and to Kew, they are an
example to similar organisations elsewhere in the Borough and in Greater
London, and proof that a determined community can succeed despite facing
what at first seem to be insurmountable difficulties.
The probability of someone being able to update this history in another
forty years or so looks rather good to me.
© Michael Lowe March 2017
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Appendix A

The Trust’s Roll of Honour

The list below comprises the names of those who I and others think
played a significant part in first working to restructure St Luke’s
Church in order to accommodate the Day Centre, then those who
actually set up the Centre there, and thirdly, those who worked so
hard to keep the Centre open when the local Council withdrew its
funding.
My apologies both to those who perhaps did not want their names
mentioned and also to those who I should have listed but have
failed to do so.
There are also so many local people who worked on specific,
important short-term tasks on behalf of the Trust and the Day
Centre, and then of course, the many full and part-time staff and
volunteers without whom the Trust and the Centre would simply
not have functioned….. and would not function today.
It was and is a magnificent community effort
Malcolm Alexander

Robert Guy		

Leslie Pasricha

Tony Barnett		

Teresa Hartley

The Patel family

The Rev. Lord Timothy
Beaumont

Michael Huebner

Sir John Patten

David Blomfield

Pat Ibrahima

Peter Plant

Mary Bonham Carter

Caroline Jackson

Jenny Rodham

Valerie Booth		

The Baroness Kramer

Tony Sadler

Sally Bowen		

The Rev. Roger Lamont Philip Sayer

John Cooke		

Graham Locke

Ann Schauerman

Dr Margaret Crowley

Serge Lourie

Crispin Shaddock

The Rev. Nick Darby

John Ludgate

Peter Staheli
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Sir Arthur Drew KCB

Margaret Marshall Rosemary Staheli

Guinevere Duff

Jill Miller		

The Rev. Owen Swan

Stephen Eagleton

Marian Mollett

The Baroness Tonge

Veronica Edwards

Pat Mowbray

Nick Upton

Hilda Flint		

Prof. Simon Owens Chris Yelloly

Peter Flint		

Martin Pagnamenta

Appendix B

Glossary of initials used

KCT 		

Kew Community Trust, the charity and 			
managing entity that supports The Avenue Club

KNA

Kew Neighbourhood Association

INS

Integrated Neurological Services

NRKDCT
		

The North Richmond and Kew Day Centre for the 		
Elderly Trust

Richmond AID Richmond Advice & Information on Disability
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RPLC

Richmond Parish Lands Charity

SLCT

The St Luke’s Community Trust

Michael Lowe has lived in Kew with his family for over
40 years. He has a degree in history, is a previous trustee
and chairman of Kew Community Trust, and is now an
enthusiastic member of the Avenue Club, especially of
the Creative Writing class.
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